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This paper presents the initial results of a 

e study of alluvial channels currently being conducted 

t he u. S. Geological Survey at Colorado State University. 

de ailed classification of the regimes of flow, the forrr,s 

Q d roughness, and tbe basic concepts pertaining to 

~e 1 tance to now are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of defining roughness in alluvial 

1els dates back several centuries. The solution of this 

at lea.st the complete solution, bas thus far eluded 

The principle reasons why only limited answers which 

n s ome casea are of questionable value, have been developed 

s t hat the scope of the problem is broad and the multitude 

f riables influencing resistance to flow in alluvial 

hannels is great. Alluvial channels are more complex than 

channels because the form of the bed is a function of 

That ia, not only do the alluvial channel rough-I he low. 

ress elements resist the flow, but they in turn are shaped 

by ~he flow. Thus far, most scientists working in this 
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field have been lirni ted by tbie, ra.cili ties, instrumentation 

needs, and f\wds. As a resul c only small parts of the COIL

ple te and co!:lplex problerr, have been thoroughly investigated. 

It is of interest to note, nowev6r, t~1at sufficient isolated 

groups of data have been collected and are being collected so 

that ultimately it should be possible to combine ideas and 

data res cl ting from these sep.s.ra te efforts to determine a 

general solution superior to any obtained thus far. 

The Irr_portance of Roughr~ess 
in Alluvial Channels 

The importance of accurately describing resistance 

to flow or roughness in alluvial channels becomes immedie.tely 

apparent when it is realized that the acc1.1rate evaluation 

of channel r0?1ghness is essential to the sol ution of all 

problems associated either directly or indirectly with 

water fl owing in alluvial material. Ci ting exa.niples, a 

more precise knowledge of channel roughness would assist 

materially in the design of stable channels, and suitable 

desi gn slopes could be accurately deterrrcined consistent 

with existing conditions. Furtnerrr:ore, an understanding of 

the behavior and control of rivers and river systems could 

be developed. That is, the influence of imposing changes 

such as cut-offs, increasing or dec reasing the sediment load, 

//IIIII/III///II//I///I/IIIIIII//IIII IIIIIII//IIIIII/II/III/IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 
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-----Aontractions at bridges, and changing the characteristics 

f the sediment load could be predicted with greater pre-

In the design of structures which are influenced 

y alluvial streaxr.s, or which influence the behavior of 

lluvial streams, an improved knowledge of channel rough

ess is ,Iractically a necessity. Here tbe applicability 

(or lack thereof) of model study data to the prototype for 

f lood routing, scour problems, backwater curve computations 

nd similar problems depends to a large extent on how 

ccurately channel roughness can be estimated. 

The accuracy with which discharge can be determined 

i s a function of the accuracy with which channel roughness 

an be evaluated. Resist~nce to now in alluvial channels 

aries between wide limits with discharge, temperature and 

ize of bed material, and with the magnitude and type of 

ediment load. As a result, a change in discharge may occur 

ithout a corresponding change in stage. In addition, the 

ocuracy that can be attained in estimating flood nows by 

y method whatsoever , excluding d1 rect measurement; is 

rectly related to the precision with which rougbneas can 

e evaluated. The accuracy with which floods can be measured 

i s directly related to the cost of flood control structures, 

ridges and soil conservation methods. 

COLORAOO STATE u:~v. Li~."-~-
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These foregoing examples as well as many others 

such as the influence of roughness on sediment transport1 

flow problems involving multiple roughness -- all serve to 

illustrate the need to study and impr~ve the limited knowledge 

of how and why channel rou ghness varies and how to evaluate 

its magnitude for any given set of conditions. 

Research Program 

Au. S. Geological Survey research project was 

organized at Colorado State University in September 1956 

to study the mechanics of water and sediment movement in 

alluvial channels. This being an extremely broad and com

plex field of study1 it was further decided to consider 

only one aspect of the total problem at a time in order to 

minimize the diffusion of effort. The initial objective of 

this program was the evaluation of bed roughness in alluvial 

channels -- a subject of para.mount importance as already 

stated. This objective was further subdivided into a lab

oratory phase to be followed later by a field phase. 

This study is a part of the research program of 

the Water Resources Division of the u. S. Geological Surveyo 

An advisory council consisting of P. C. Benedict1 Chief of 

Research1 QW Branch, Washington, D. C., and R. W. Carter1 

Chief' of Research, SW Branch, Washington, D. c. 1 assist 

with planning the program and review the results of the 

research. 

•• ii' 
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The laboratory study of roughness in alluvial 

channels is being conducted in a recirculating laboratory 

flmne with a sand bed. The flume is described in the section, 

Experimental Equipment and Procedure. 

The investigational program thus far conducted· in 

the flume has involved: 

1. Modification of the pumping system to meet 

the needs of the program. 

2. Development of special techniques applicable 

to the rre asurement of the independent variables. 

3. Selection and place:rrent of a suitable sand 

to a depth of atout 0.7 ft on the bed of 

the laboratory flume. 

4. Collection of data to obtain the following 

information for the sequence of runs thus 

far completed: 

a. Discharge 

b. Velocity 

c. Velocity distribution 1n the vertical 

d. Slope 

e. Temp er at ure 

t. Depth 

g. Bed roughness 

h. Total sediment load 

1. Photographs 
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5. Collection of data with f1 ne sediment (100 

percent passing the 200 mesh sieve) added to 

the flow to assist in the evaluation of the 

influence of very fine sediment on channel 

roughness and sediment transport (Simons 

and Richardson, 1959). 

6. Currently another sequence of runs are being 

completed using a sam which has a median 

diameter d of 0.28 mm and a standard 

deviation er- of 1.s. Data from these runs 

are not utilized in this report. 

THEORY OF FLOW IN ALLUVIAL CHANNELS 

An analysis of flow in alluvial channels la 

extremely complex because of the many variables involved 

and the difficulty of measuring them. In the U. s. Geological. 

Survey circular by Simons, Richardson, and Albertson (1959) 

a thorough discussion of the pertinent variables and important 

dimensionless parameters related to resistance to flow in 

alluvial channels was presented utilizing the principle of 

dimensional analysis. 

Dimensional Analysis 

The equation relating the selected dependent 

variable D and the independent variables states that 
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D = , ( 8, Ste, Sf r, V, S, P, }.l, llY", G1 , d, w, a-, AYs) <1 > 

in which 

D is the depth of flow 

B is the channel width 

sfc is the shape factor of the cross section 

of the channel 

sfr is the shape factor of the reach 

V is the average velocity of tte now 

S is the slope of energy gradient 

p is the mass density of the liquid 

J.J... is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid 

.6 Y is the difference between the specific 

weight of the liquid and air 

Cr is the concentration of fine sediment in 

the liquid which has occasionally been 

referred to by others as wash load 

d is the median diameter of bed material 

w is the representative fall velocity of 

the bed material 



0-- is the standard deviation of the bed 

material 

L).Y5 is the difference between the sp eoific 

weight of the sediment and the liquid 

Using D, V • and p as the repeating variables and applying 

the Pi- theorem. 

ti\ ( 8 sfc sfr S VdP 
'f'I D' 1 ' ' M 

v2 
1 AYD, 

p 

v2 
Cf , t , V I CT, A Ys D) =\ 0 

p 

The parameters involving JJ,.. and IS'f are the 

Reynolds number Re and the Froude number Fr respectively. 
~y 

Since p : g for flow of water in open channels the 

Froude number can be expressed in the form 

V Fr= -
"gD 

The last term in eq 2 is modified to a drag coeffi cient 

CD for the particles by multiplying this parameter by 

D/d and (w/V) 2 and taking it to the minus-one power . 

(2) 
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= dbYs 
p w2 

Eq 2 can now be rewritten as 

~2(!,stc, sfr, S, Re, Fr, Ct, g ,f, a-,Co) '"0 <3 l 

~his equation can be simplified by noting that : 

1 - The width depth ratio is a. term which is 

probably of secondary importance provided 

B/D > 5. When B/D < 5 the effect of 

side walls may be appreciable . 

2 - The relative standard deviation ~ of the 

size distribution of the bed material 

undoubtedly influences flow under certain 

conditions which must ultimately be 

determined. However , at this stage of 

the investigation, since only one sand has 
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been used, a- may be eliminated. 

3 - The shape factors for the channel sf&. 

and sfr may be eliminated since the 

bed is completely alluvial, the cross 

section is uniformly rectangular except 

for variation due to bed roughness, and 

the channel is stralght. 

Utilizing tm se simplifications, eq 3 reduces to 

d w 
~3 ( s, Re' Fr, cf' D' V' Co) = 0 

The parameters in eq 4 can be modified to other 

form.a in the san:e manner that the last term in eq 2 was 

modified to a drag coefficient Cn• 

EXPERLi.&.:N'rAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 

The establishment of relationships which exist 

between the res~stance to flow in an alluvial channel and 

the characteristics of the flow and the sediment ~equires 

laboratory experiments in which: 

(4) 
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1. Uniform steady flow existao This is only 

possible in a statistical sense for with a 

rough movable boundary the velocity is 

changing both in magnitude and in direction 

with time and distance. However, just as 

turbulent flow, wlth velocity fluctuations, 

may be considered steady and uniform in a 

stat~stical sense so may flow in alluvial 

channels. Similarly in terms of scour, the 

su.m of the depositional forces must balance 

the sum of the aggrading forces . This also 

is only possible in a statistical sense as 

the bed at a cross section is continually 

changing form and the total load fluctuates 

with time. However, considering a long time 

average, neither the bed nor the load is 

changing with time. Possibly equilibrium 

flow is a more suitable term than steady 

uniform flow. 

2. The variables which describe the fl ow and 

sediment characteristics must be measured 

accurately. The interval of time required 

to measure precisely a given variable depends 
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upon the variable involved and how it varies 

with time. To illustrate, a sediment sample 

should be collected over a relatively long 

interval of time in order to average ita 

variation with time. Conversel y, the point 

velocities in a vertical s hould be measured 

quickly before the bed condition, and con

sequently, the form of the velocity prof ile 

has had an opportunity to change appreciably. 

In addition, the scope of the investigation must 

simulate the oonditions f ound in nature. That is: 

1. Various sizes and gradations of bed material 

which are found in the field must be used, 

subject to the limitations of the flume. 

2. Slope, depth, and water discbB.rge must be 

varied enough to cover an adequate range of 

field conditions . 

3. The effect of temperature variation must be 

investigated. 

Thus far, forty- five runs have been completed 

using one size of bed material with slope, depth , and water 

dis charge varied from run to run. The slope was varied 

from 0 . 00014 to 0 . 01 ft/ft, the discharge was varied from 

2 to 21 cfs and the flow conditions ranged from no sediment 
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movement to antidune flowo This is, to our knowledge, the 

first set of data, excluding Gilbert's (1914) which covers 

this broad range of flow conditions. 

The Flume 

The runs were made in a tilting recriculating flume 

150 ft long, 8 ft wide, and 2 ft deep as shown in f ig. 1. 

The flume is of wood construction resting on steel I-beams. 

The slope c£ the flume was changed and adjusted by mechanical 

jacks placed evecy 10 ft along the flu.~e. Any slope can be 

set between tbe limits of Oto 0.013 ft/ft. The flume is 

constructed so that the water-sediment ~ixture which leaves 

the flume is returned to the flume entrance by centrifugal 

pumps. This proc edure of recirculating the water-sediment 

mixture aids in obtaining equilibrium conditions, and in 

sLuulating conditions in an infinitely long channel, because 

the sediment load and size distribution are varied by the 

flow -- rather than by mechanical traps and shakers. 

Alluvial Bed Material 

The flume was filled to a depth of 0.7 ft with a 

natural river sand. This sand was obta.ined from a commercial 

sand and gravel company located on the Cache La Poudre River. 

Although this sand was supposedly free of particles larger 

than 1/4-in., a few particles of this size were observed 

although they were seldom aa.mpledo The sand, principally 
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quartz and feldspar, also contained a small runount of mica. 

The micaceous particles have a large sieve diameter but 

small fall diameter. That is, they have a smaller settling 

velocity than a sand particle of the same sieve diameter. 

The median fall diameter of the bed material is 0.45 mm 

based on sample analyses by the visual accumulation apparatus 

method. The size distribution curve for the bed material is 

given in fig. 2. 

The size analyses of the bed material and sediment 

load were made using the visual accumulation apparatus cited 

in the foregoing paragraph. It was developed by the Inter

Agency Sediment Project at Minneapolis, Minnesota. The 

theory and application of this apparatus were presented in 

detail by Colby (1956). 

General Procedure 

The general procedure followed for each run in

volved recirculating a given discharge of the water-sediment 

mixture in the flume at a given slope until equilibrium 

conditions were established. 

Slope selection was accomplished in a general 

sense. In any flow system where discharge, depth and slope 

can be varied, only two of the three variables can be con

sidered as independent. In a natural stream the discharge 

and slope are normally independent with depth dependent. 
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In the flume the discharge was independent, slope was in

dependent within limits, and depth was dependent. The slope 

was preset at the beginning of a run by adjusting the tail 

gate. Such adjustment indirectly influences the depth as 

a dependent variable. Generally, and especially at the 

flatter slopes (O.J014 to 0.006), the slope of the water 

surface was adjusted parallel with the bed. With the 

development of bed confisuration, the slope and depth ad

justed to the new condition of bed roughness. Thus, for 

these experiments the slope and depth are a function of 

Q. and the roughness wr...:ich develops for that regirr.e of 

flow. The non- uniformity of flow caused by a change in bed 

roughness was eliminated by c ontinuing the run until the 

bed slope and the slope of the water surface again became 

parallel to each other by natural adjustment of the sand 

bed. 

In the tranquil flow regime the mechanics of 

establishing the desired slope at the beginning of each 

run was to set t'irst an Ml backwate r curve , and then 

altel-nately adj1.1st the tail gate and measure the water 

surface slope until the wate r surface is gradually adjusted 

to the desired slope. For the flatter slopes , (0 . 00014 to 

0 . 0006) t~e bed was carefully screeded to the desired slope 

before the run. With the steeper sl opes since the increased 
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sand movement assisted in obtaining equilibrium conditions 

quickly, the bed was only raked to remove the dunes from 

the pr1evious run before starting the new run. In the rapid 

flow regime the slope was changed by altering the bed control° 

at the lower end of the flume. The resultant movement of 

sediment quickly established equilibrium conditions. 

Equilibrium flow was considered established if: 

1. The same bed configuration was established 

for the full length of the flume, exclud

ing the section influenced by entrance 

conditions. 

2. The water surface slope remained essentially 

constant with respect to time (as = o). 
at 

The period of time required to este.blish equilibrium 

conditions varied with the slope and tba dis charge. Some 

runs with flat slopes required three and four days to 

achieve equilibrium, whereas, at steeper slopes equilibrium 

was established in two or three hours. Every run involved 

continuous fltune operation until it was completed. Whether 

or not equilibrium conditions are established is based on 

the measured data and the judgment of the experimenter. To 

insure the achievement of equilibrium conditions most of the 

experiments were continued longer than the required time as 

indicated by measuren:e nts., 
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Data Obtained 

~er surface slope .--Water surface elevation was measured 

every 5 ft along the flume using a precision level and a 

Lory point gage, see fig. 3. As a check on these slope 

detenninations and to facilitate slope control a U. s. 

Geolo~~cal Survey bubble gage waa utilized to continuously 

record the difference in elevation of the water surface 

over a 100 ft interval. Slopes recorded by this me ans were 

in excellent agreement with measured slopes. 

Dlscbar;e.--To obtain the desired range in discharge two 

prnnps were used . One is a 12-in. pump with a maximum 

discharge capacity of 7 . 98 cfs and the other is a 15- in . 

pump with a maximum discharge capacity of 13.38 cfs. Care

fu l ly-calibrated orifice meters and water-air manometers , 

read to the nearest one-hundredth of a foot , were used to 

measure the discharge. 

Wa.ter temperature.- - Water temperature was measured with a 

mercury thermometer to the nearest 0.5° C each time dis 

charge was determined. 

De£th. --Depth was determined: 

1 .. - By subtracting the ac tual mean bed elevation 

from the mean water surface elevation . 

2 - By su.btracting the bed elevation of a plane 

s c reeded re&ch of channel from the mean water 

surface elevation corresponding to the reach. 
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3 - By dividing the mean water-sediment dis

charge by the average velocity of the flow 

as determined from velocity profiles . 

4 - By utilizing a sonic depth sounder to 

measure the distance to the alluvial bed 

from a fixed distance below the water 

surface. 

The depths as determined by these methods are in good 

agreement. 

Mean veloci tz.--The mean velocity was computed from: 

1 - The velocity profiles , and 

2 - The continuity principle using the depth 

as computed by methods 1 or 2 . 

Velocit_l prof1les.- - Velocity profiles were obtained by 

measuring point velocities in the selected verticals with 

a calibrated pitot tube using a water-air manometer. 

Bed material .--Several samples of bed rriaterial were collected 

each run. The size distribution of each sample of bed 

material was determined using the visual accumulation tube 

(VA tube}. 'I'he VA tube (Colby 1956) determines the fall 

diameters o 

'fota.l sediment load.--Total sediment load was detern:d.ned 

periodically after equilibrium conditions were established, 

by using a width- depth integrating total load sarr.pler of 

special design. A sample of the water-sedirrent mixture weigh

ing from 100 to 160 lbs wa.s collected 4 or 5 times 

during a run. From these samples the concentration and 
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size distribution of the total load were determined . 

Suspended sedimen: t sarr ples . --Suspended sediment a arr.p l es 

we re collected at the sa~e cross section as the velocity 

profile data using the DH-48 hand sampler . 

Bed confi.c:·uration.--The height and length of the various 

forir.s of bed roughness were measured initially by the point 

gage . Later a sonic de)th sounder was perfected which was 

used to rr easure bed cc,nfi guration and rate of bed fonn 

novernent . 

Standard devlatioL.--The starldard deviation o- of the bed 

mu terial and sediment !'or each run wa.s calcul 11ted from the 

equation 

in which 

a- = 1. (_£_ + ~) 
2 d15 d 

d is tne median size 

<½_ 6 is the size of material for which 

1 6 perc ent is smaller 

dg4 ls the size of the nll terial for which 

84 percent is smaller 

( 5) 

The basic variables which were recorded for each 

run are given in Progress Report No . 1 by Simons , Richardson 

and Albertson (1959) . 
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OBSERVED FLOW Pill:.NOMENA 

The form of bed roughness 1n alluvial channels 

is a function of the sediment characteristics and the 

characteristics of the flow. That is, the bed configura

tion may be changed by changing any one of discharge (which 

affects the depth), slope, ten:perature, or the median 

diameter or size distribution of the bed material. In the 

flume experiments the bed material was not changed and the 

slope, temperature, and depth were varied. Under these 

conditions the following forms of bed roughne ss were 

observed. 

Tranquil flow regime., Fr < 1 

1. Plane bed without movexnent , 

2. Ripples, 

3. Dunes, 

4. Transition from dunes to rapid 

flow, 

Rapid fl ow regime, Fr> 1 

5 . Plane bed and water surface , 

6. Standing waves, 

7. Antidunes, 

The major forms of bed roughness are sketched in fig. 4. 

Slope and bed material are the dominant para.meters 

which determine the form of bed configuration that will occur. 
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Although, with slope and bed material constant., the form 

of the bed may be changed by varying depth (changing~) 

or changing temperature. However, changing depth or 

temperature will not change flow from tranquil to rapid 

unless the slope for a given bed material is close to the 

critical slope. That is, for a given bed material with a 

small slope and the dune bed form of roughness it is im

possible to change to standing waves by changing depth or 

ten..cperature. With a given depth and ten.perature all bed 

forms can be observed by changing slope when using a sand 

bed material. This last statement has to be qualified 

because with shallow depths three- dimensional flow will 

occur and with 1 t multiple bed roughness forms. It is 

possible to have a size of bed material which will elim

inate some of the bed forms regardless of the depth, slope 

or water temperature. Fig. 20 in the section Analysis of 

data illustrates the effect of tenperature, slope, depth, 

and size of material on the forms of bed roughness. 

With a given bed rnaterial the change from one bed 

form to another is not necessarily abrupt. Neither does it 

occur at the same slope (depth and temperature held constant} 

or the same depth (slope and temperature held constant) if 

the change is reversed. That is, the change from ripples 

to dunes may occur at a different slope {depth and temperature 
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held constant) than the change fran dunes to ripples. This 

gradual change and/or hysteresis affect results in a trans

ition from one bed form to another. This transition is of 

major importance when the flow changes from tranquil to 

rapid or rapid to tranquil, that is, from dunes to standing 

sand waves and water waves or from standing waves to dunes. 

The change in flow regime from tranquil to rapid or rapid 

t~ tranquil does occur in many natural rivers. That is, it 

slope of the energy grade line is close to critical slope 

a change in stage can cause a change in regime with tranquil 

flow at low stage and rapid flow at high stage. When this 

change occurs there is a break in the discharge rating curve 

for that stream. Because there is a hysteresis in the 

transition from rapid to tranquil or tranquil to rapid flow 

tbe stage where tre break in the rating curve occurs depends 

on whether the stage is rising or f alllng and also on the 

rate of change • 

It is important to note that the velocity of the 

now in an alluvial channel is not zero at the bed. The 

velocity of the water through the bed even though slow is 

important, especially when considering seepage force, which 

is a force or form drag exerted by the liquid on the sand 

grains within the bed which form the walls of the pore 

passages. The magnitude of the seepage force per unit ot 
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volume of bed material is equal to the hydraulic gradient 

of the flow and it acts in the direction of flow. When 

the magnitude of the seepage force is equal in magnitude 

and opposite in direction the submerged weight of a unit 

volume of bed material (inflow condition) the effective 

weight of the bed material tends to zero. Conversely if 

the seepage fer oe and submerged weight of bed material act 

in tm same direction (outflow or seepage) the effective 

weight of the bed material is increased. Actually depen

ing upon bed cot.figuration, direction of flow in the bed, 

water table c~!ditions and regime of flow the direction 

of fl ow in the bed can vary from vertically upward to 

vertically downward. The velocity of this flow in the 

bed is largest with the dune bed form of roughness since 

the porosity of the material is relatively large and 

smallest in the rapid fl ow regime where tlle bed material 

is n1ore closely packed. · In too flume, a.s a resi-1.l t of the 

floor , the velocity of the flow through the bed was probably 

smaller than in most natural streams with deep sand beds , 

c onsequently, the seepage force is smaller. In a natural 

stream the vel ocity, in addition to being larger in tbe 

direction of flow, bas vertical c omponents of vel ocity in 

the bed resul t ing from inflow or outflow. This inflow or 

outflow which depends on the position of the water table of 
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the surrounding area can cause large seepage forces. These 

forces rriay have a considerable effect on the form of bed 

roughness and transport of sediment. 

Tranquil Flow Regime 

Plane bed without ~ovement.--Tbe plane bed, with no movement 

of bed material, was soft and easily disturbed. The word 

plane is used to emphasize that the bed was not hydraulically 

smooth. That is, for a hydraulically smooth rigid bed the 

magnitude of d/ S 1 ( the ratio of median diameter of bed 

material to the thiclmess of the laminar sublayer} must be 

such that d/ ~ '<0.25. The minimum d/ 'b' for the flume 

runs was 0.40. Obviously it is possible to obtain a hy

draulica.11 y smooth boundary without bed movement by decreasing 

the slope or the de pth. However, obtaining a smooth bed or 

a plane bed without sediment movement in itself has little 

practical significance. The important factor to consider 

is at what point will movement of bed material begin vb.en 

the slope or depth or both are increased. .It is interesting 

to note that the point where movement begins, with tbi s bed 

material , is not the point where the transition from the 

hydraulically smooth to the hydraulically rough boundary o.f 

rigid boundary hydraulics occurs. That is, the thickness 

of the laminar sublayer must be de creased beyond that point 

correspondine to the transition before movement begins. It 
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must be remembered t hat t h e bed rr.aterial utiliz ed is non

uniform and computa tion s are based on a median di ameter 

of the material. 

Movement of bed material began with a slope of 

0 . 00015 when the depth was increased (by increas i ng Q) 

from 0.61 to 0.71 ft. The d/o' - value at the begin

ning of movement of the bed material was between 0.48 and 

0.53. The Manning n for the two runs without movement 

was 0.015 , and C~ varied between 14.0 and 15.0. 

When d/ 5 ' approached 0.53 movement of the fine 

:material began and ripples started to f orm. The ripples 

fonned at the upstream end of the flume and at any small 

depression or ridge on the bed and then continued to develop 

in a downstream direction below these points of minor dis

turbance until the bed was covered. As ripples formed on 

the bed, the sl ope and depth in the flume increased from 

0 . 0001 5 and 0 . 71 to 0 . 00023 and 0.80 respec tively. The 

Manning n increased from 0 0015 to 0 . 022 and C/Vg 

decreased from 15 . 0 to 10. 3. 

Tb.e change from a plane bed, with no sediment 

movement , to ripples occurred at a definite depth {slope 

and temperature held constant). As stated in the preceding 

secti on the change occurred when the depth was changed from 

0 . 61 to 0 . 71 rt with a constant slope of 0 . 00015. With the 
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bed material utilized, ripples started to fonn when move

ment began. Other investigators have reported movement 

with a plane bed without the formation of ripples. Whether 

this movement without ripples is a physical fact or the 

result of the experimental procedure and equipment is un

known. For example, movement without ripples may result 

from using a sorted bed nrnterlal whereas this bed material 

is unsorted. 

Changing from ripples to the plane bed by alter

ing flow conditions is a physical impossibility unless 

rr;.ovement o.f sediment occurs without the formation of ripples. 

By cba.ning depth and/or slope it is possible to stop the 

movement of sediment. Howeve r , the ripples still exist 

although they may not be as angular in ~orm as when sediment 

is moving . If d/ b' is a. criteria of the change from plane 

bed to ripples or ripples to plane bed d/ ~' must be reduced 

to less than 0.48 to stop movement of sediment with a ripple 

bed configuration, 

Ripples.- - The form of the ripples is illustrated graphically 

in fig . 4, and a photograph of typical ripple formation is 

shown in fig, 5. The height o.f the ripples was less than 

0.10 ft and their longitudinal spacing less than 2.0 fto 

Their length-height ratio L/h varied from 10 to 20, The 

ratio of depth of flow to ripple height ranged from 4 to 24 
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Manning n ranged from 0.019 to 0.027, and c/....;--;:- ranged 

from 7.8 to 12.4. The upper limit of n-values, and the 

lower limit of c;....;--;:-, in general, were associated with 

the shallower depths. 

There was little or no suspended sediment move-

ment with the ripple bed form. The \va ter was sufficiently 

clear so that the bed was visible at all times. The total 

sediment load ranged from 1 ppm to 101 ppm and the sediment 

moved in more or less continuous contact with tne bed, roll

ing up over the crest of the ripples and coming to rest on 

their forward slope. The sediment on the forward slope did 

not move again until 1 t was exposed in the upstream part of 

the ripple as the ripple migrated downstream. Thus the 

movement of tha sediment particles takes place in steps. 

The length of the step and time interval between steps depends 

on the length of the ripple and ripple velocity . 

With ripples the bed was soft but not as soft as 

with dunes. The water surface was very smooth with little 

visible difference from the water surface for the plain bed 

without sediment movement . The separation zone downstream 

from tba crest of the ripple is such that there was littl e 

evidence of jet impingement on the downstream ripple. The 

reverse flow in the trough moved only the finest mica particles 

and the turbulence was small at the interface between the 

main current and the separation zone o 
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As the slope and/or depth was increased beyond a 

certain limit the ripples were modified and the appearance 

of the bed changed. Compare the ripples shown in fig. 5 

with the dunes in fig. 6. 

The bed changed from the ripple pattern to a 

dune pattern when tbe slope and/or depth were changed such 

that d/ .S ' was appro.7..imately 1.0. T.tw Froude number was 

approximately 0.28. This change was abrupt and the dunes 

established therusel ves over the full length of the flume in 

a matter of hourso To change from dunes to ripples (Q constant) 

it was necessary to decrease the slope and/or increase depth 

from those values a.t which ripples changed to dunes. With 

the reduced transport capacity caused by the cnange in slope 

and/or depth considerable time is required for the now to 

completely convert a. dune configuration to ripples. However , 

ripples superpose themselves on the dunes in short order. 

Dunes.• - The graphical form of the dunes is illustrated in 

fig . 4 and a photograph of typical dunes is shown in fig . 6 0 

In the sequence of runs completed, dunes ranged in average 

heiaht from 0 . 15 to 0.52 ft and in length :Crom 4 o0 to 7 . 5 f t. 

The lengt h to beight ratio L/ h varied from 14 to 28 . Tho 

ratio of depth of fl ow to dune height D/h ranged from 15 

to 5. Froude number varied from 0. 38 to 0 . 60 w:tth 0.60 

fixing the upper limit of the unmodified dune bed formo 

_.i·.~ 



Fig. 5. 

Fig. 6. 

View of r1ppl configuration, looking upstream. 
. ater-surface slope S :a 0.000403 .(run 9). 

Vie of dune configuration. looking upstr am. 
ter-surfac slope S • 0.00289 (run 24). 
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Mannings n varied from 0.018 to 0.033, although, from 

observir.g the bed much larger values of Manning n would 

be expected, see fig. 6. The reason for these smaller n 

values is that with this large a flume, as with a natural 

stream, the dunes form in a pattern that allows part of the 

flow to sideslip or bypass the dune. This sideslippage or 

meandering of the flow around the dunes is very obvious when 

a s:naller discharge is run over a dune bed formed by a larger 

discharge. 

Dunes move downstream as a result of sediment 

toppling over the crest and accumulating on the downstream 

face of the dune. The la. rger the amplitude h of the dune 

the more sediment is stored in the dune and the smaller 

the dune velocity for a constant transport rate. Consider

ing a particular run, dunes with a low amplitude with their 

higher velocities overtake the larger dunes. This results 

in a much larger dune and decreases the dune velocity. 

Velocity of the dunes varied from 0.03 to o.70 ft per minute. 

The larger dune velocities were associated with the steeper 

slopes and shallower depths. Conversely, the larger dunes 

were associated with flatter slopes and deeper depths. 

Knowing the average amplitude and velocity of ripples and 

dunes the bed load transport can be computed. This problem 

is treated in Progress Report No. 2, Simons 1µ1d Richardson 

(1959) • 
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The L/h-ratios for dunes and ripples are similar. 

The ratios vary from 10 to 24 for ripples and 14 to 28 for 

dunes. This indicates that there is a correlation between 

dune height and dune length for a given sediment. That is, 

if the amplitude of the dune or ripple increases with change 

in slope or depth the length also increases. The variation 

in the L/h ratios may be the result of the randomness of 

the dune confi guration - - making it difficult to obtain 

true average length or height. Some of the variation in 

L/h may rerult from including the separation zone in measured 

l engths of the dunes, That is, the true length of the dune 

may extend from the end of the separation zone to the down

stream crest. The measured length as used, however, was 

from crest to crest. The magnitude of tbe separation zone 

increases as slope increases until the transition region is 

reached. 

The ratio of de pth of flow to dune height or relative 

roughness D/h is different for rippl es than for dunes. 

Ripples have a larger D/h ratio than dunes . This parameter 

may help explain why the n values are smaller for ripples 

than for dunes . Also with the ripple and dune bed forms, 

t he larger n values occurred with the smaller D/h values. 

It appears from the flume data that maximum dune 

height , with two- dimensional flow , is limited by the depth 

of fl ow. That is , the dune will only grow until its crest 
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is within a certain relative distance from the water 

surface unless three-dimensional flow exists. Also with 

a given slope and a continuous increase in depth the dune 

height may reach some maximum value for that size of sedi

ment and water temperature, and increasing the depth beyond 

this limiting depth will not increase the dune height. If 

t his is true, then to predict accurately the resistance to 

flow in an alluvial channel the point where dune height 

becomes independent of depth must be determined. This point 

may be a function of the width of the channel. If dune 

height becomes independent of depth the n values may de

crease with stage. That is, h/D the relative roughness 

wl 11 decrease. 

With dunes the bed is very soft and fluid and there 

is considerable segregation of the bed ma teria.l. The· up

stream slope and crest of the dime# which has a negative slope 

of approximately 2 to 4 degrees, consist of the fine and coarse 

material moving downstream. This slope of the upstream face 

we.s practically the same as that for the upstream face of 

the ripples. On the upstream face of the dune, at the lower 

slopes, ripples formed. At the larger slopes tb.ese ripples 

on the dune were not apparent. The downstream face, which 

has a positive slope between 31 and 39 degrees, consists of the 

coarser fractj.on of the bed material . This coarser fraction 
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is the material which could not be swept into suspension at 

the crest but toppled over the crest and avalanched down 

the fore slope. !tis this avalanching which results in 

the soft nature of a dune bed. The material is deposited 

by the force of gravity and baa relatively large voids. If 

it had been deposited by the dynamic force of the fluid it 

would be packed into place, with relatively small voids ratio. 

Bagnold (1941, p. 238-240) observed and explained the same 

phenomena w1 th wind blown dunes. The trough of the dune 

contains a layer 1/8 to 2 inches thick of the fine material 

from the· bed. Part of the fines in the trough came from 

the sediment which was swept from the crest and part came 

from the lower part of the upstream face of the downstream 

dune where the main current which overrides the separation 

zone impinges on the bed, see fig. 4. As the water surface 

slope was increased within the dune form of bed rougl:mess 

the toe of the downstream dune was more actively blasted 

and eaten away by the high velocity water impinging on it. 

This is a source of additional fine material which 1s de

posited in the trough by the reverse flow in the separation 

zone. Velocities as high as 1.3 ft/sec in the upstream 

direction were measured in the separation zone. 

The slope of the downstream face of the dune, which 

varied from 31 to 39 degrees with an average of 34 degrees, 
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was clearly defined by lines forrr.ed by the dark colored mica 

particles aa the dune moved downstream, fig. 4. The angle 

of repose in air for dry non-cohesive sand 1 nnn in dis.ire ter 

(the bed material in the flume was 95 percent finer than 

1 mm) varies from 29 to 32 degrees depending on angularity 

of the particles, (Simons, 1957). That is, well r c, tm.ded 

1 mm particles have an angle of repose of 29 degrees and 

very angular particles 32 degrees. It is probable that the 

angle of the forward face of the dune is increased above 

that for angle of repose of dry sand in air as a result of 

the increase in pressure in the separation zone on the fore 

plain of the dune and the reverse flow in the trough moving 

up the face of the dune. This is verified by the fact that 

as the velocity of flow is reduced to zero in the flume the 

face of the crest of the dune slumps reducing its angle of 

inclination . 

With the dune bed form of rrughness the water 

surface is uneven and turbulent. Over the crest of the dune 

too water surface is lower than over the trough. T~1is is 

the result of the acceleration and deceleration of the flow 

as it contracts over tr£ crest and expands over the trougho 

This was illuatrated for rigid boundaries by Rouse (1946 

PPo 135 and 139) . The degree of ro~~hness (turbulence) of 

the water surface increases with increasing bed roughness. 
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The roughest water surface occurred where there were large 

water surface boils. These boils stood approximately 0.1 

of a fcot above the surrounding water surface. However, 

the roughness of the water surface was r1ot great eno11gh to 

affect the determ:l.nation of the water surface slope, see 

f:i.g. 3. The turbulence created at the interface between 

the rr..a.in flow and the .t~low in the separation zone dissipated 

considerable er:ergy and norrr.ally the disturbance caused by 

trie interference was visible on the water surfa.ce downstrea.n; . 

With the dune bed form the susnended sediment ccn0entration 1 

the intensity or' the turbt1lence, r.he relative roui::hne s.s, 

and the velocity of the reversed flow in the trough increased 

with increasing slope. Along wi. th the duEes , potholes formed 

which have a depth equal to the ~eight of the dunes . These 

as well as the dLU'le s ca used bcil s on the water surface which 

wer·e evident downstream frorr. the dunes. Tlle potholes and 

boils moved do 1,mstream in front or the dunes at the velocity 

of the dunes. There were norrcall y from 10 to 20 potholes 

and boils evident in the full length c,f the fl ur.e with tr.lis 

t)~e of bed roughness. The pothole appeared to develop as 

a result of the inc reaaed strength or the secc:-:.c.1.ary circu

lation in the separation zone. The combination of the 

velocity in the direction of' flow and the secondary circu

lation causes a vertical cir cul a ti on s1. milar to a wnirlwind. 
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This rotating motion scours oi± additional material at a 

point in the separation zone and produces a pothole. The 

existence of these potholes is indicated by the formation 

of very strong boils which visibly transport considerable 

suspended sediment upward to the water surface. 

The segregation of the rraterial by the formation 

and movement of dunes means that a large number of bed 

materi~l sa.:nples must be obtained and analyzed before the 

aize distribution can be established with cor..fidence. With 

the flume material 60 samples were needed before another 

sample would not alter the niedian diameter a significant 

amount. This segregation should have some value, though, 

because in the field (Fr < 0.6) it might be possible to 

determine the cba.racteristlcs of the bed roughness by core 

sampling the bed, condi tions permitting. 

Transition, dunes to rEp id flow.--The change from dunes to 

rapid flow is comp lex and the form of the bed roughness is 

erratic. With small changes in depth and/or slope the bed 

configuration may change from a form typical of dunes to a 

form typical of rapid flow or some combination of the two. 

T~ transition occurs when the depth and/or slope are changed 

to give d/ S ' > 2 and O. 6 < Fr < 1 o O. 
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There is a definite break in the Froude number 

when changing from dunes to rapid flow. With dunes the 

ma..tlmum Froude number was 0.60. Obviously, the minimum 

Froude number ls 1.0 with rapid flow. Runs with a Froude 

number between 0.6 and 1.0 displayed a multiple roughness, 

that is, a bed form in between dunes and a plane bed con

sisting of washed out dunes and sand barso 

It ia logical that the upper limit of the Froude 

number, with the dune bed form, is considerably leas than 

1.0. The change in roughness, and consequently the change 

in resistance to flow and the dissipation of er:ergy, is 

large when changing from the plane bed or undulating bed 

of the rapid flow regime to dunes whereas the change in 

energy for changes in the Froude number in the vicinity of 

Fr• 1 ia small. Thus the velocity and depth, when the 

bed form changes, are changed considerably resulting in a 

low Froude number. Conversely, the change from dunes to 

rapid now results in smaller loss of energy because of 

the reduced roughness, resulting in larger velocities, 

small depths and Froude number ~ 1.0. 

There is a hysteresis effect in the change of bed 

roughness from dunes to rapid flow and back to dunes. The 

value of slope and/or depth for the change depends on the 

bed configuration prior to the changeo If the bed is 
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covered with dunes a slope of o.0035 may be required before 

rapid fl ow wi 11 occur and the dune confi guration is destroyed. 

1 If the bed is plane the slope may be decreased to 0.0025 

before tbe now wi 11 change from rapid to tranquil and dunes 

farm. This hysteresis effect may be attributed to the change 

in energy with change in flow regime from tranquil to rapid 

or rapid to tranquil. That is, a change from potential to 

kinetic energy with change from tranquil to rapid or change 

from kinetic to potential energy with a change from rapid 

to tranquil. This change in energy results from the large 

change in roughness associated with t~ change in flow 

regime from tranquil to rapid or rapid to tranquil. Dunes 

have n values ranging from 0.018 to 0.032, whereas with 

rapid flow then- values range from 0.010 to 0.015. 

The fact that , wt th this bed material , a typical 

dune pattern did not occur with a Froude number equal to 

or greater than 0.60 is important, especially, if it holds 

true tor other bed materials. Runs 40 and 29 had Froude 

numbers equal to or slightly greater than 0.60. Their bed 

form is washed out dunes with rather large L/h values. 

The Manning n values were 0.018 and 0 . 021 respe c tively, 

these are small men compared with n values for dunes, 

but l arger than rapid flow n values. It seems that the 

magnitude of Manning n increases as the percent of the 

bed which is covered with dunes inoreasea . 
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The three other runs (30, 35, 36) with 0.6 <Fr< 

1.0 had long sand bars of s mall amplitude which were 

dil;lgonal to the flow. These bars were 20 to 30 ft in length 

with L/h values between 30 and 50. 

Runs (29, 30, 35, 36) had distinctly different 

types of flow occurring side by side, see fig. 7. This was 

probably caused by using discharges which were too small 

with respect to slope which caused three-dimensional flowo 

This same phenomena was also observed in the antidune range 

when the discharge was decreased beyond a 7iven value (run 45). 

With three- dimensl onal flow the n-values ranged from 0.014 

to 0 . 023, whereas tbe n- values for standing waves is approx

imately 0.012. 

Three- dimensional flow probably results because 

in conducting the experiments, discharge and slope were 

controlled, and with the steeper slopes the small discharges 

set up conditions faYorable for three-dimensional f'low o 

Other experimenters may have experienced this flow condition 

because of the limited discharge capacity of their flume 

system and the resultant large width to depth ratio which 

develops as slope is increased . With the dune bed form the 

smallest discharge was sufficient to insure two-dimensional 

now . Presumably, however, by further decreasing the dis

charge , three- dimensional flow could also develop. 



Fig. 7. Thr e-dimensional flo w1 th multiple form 
or bed roughne (run 35). 

1g. a. View of the pl n b d in t r pid now 
r g1m - 1 kin upstr o ater urfac 

• o.0036 (run 26). 
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Runs 29, 30, 35, and 38 were discounted in analysis 

of data because they were three-dimensional. 

Rapid Flow Regime 

With rapid flow, Fr > 1.0, three forms of sand 

bed and water surfaces were observed; plane, standing waves 

and antidunes . 

Plane~ and plane water surface.--A completely plane bed 

with plane water surface, over the full length of the flume 

was only produced once in the total sequence of runs, see 

fig. 8. It was anticipated from existing literature that 

this would be the most com.men type of bed configuration 

between dunes and antidunes. Most experimenters have re

corded a larger number of plane bed runs - - particularly 

when they worked with short flumes. In many of the runs 

conducted in this study, there was a plane bed and water 

surface for the first 60 to 70 ft of the flume, but beyond 

that point standing waves developed. Laursen (1958), in 

his experiment using a flume 105 ft long and 3 ft wide also 

reported difficulty in obtaining a plane bed . Based on 

recent tests using a fine sand it is apparent that whether 

or not a plane bed develops is i ~timately related to size 

of bed material . Using fine sand plane bed runs are a conunon 

phenomenon and they develop at Fr < 1 in the tranquil 

f l ow regime . 
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For the plane bed of fig. 8 the Manning n-value 

is extremely small (n • 0.0078}, the total sediment load 

is large (4580 ppm), the Froude number is 1.6 and the d/$ 1 

value is only 2.1. This Froude number is the next to the 

largest recorded even though the slope for this run is not 

as great as for the runs in the antidune regime. The sand 

bed was very firm. 

Standing waves.--The water surface consists of symmetrical 

standing waves or small amplitude, fig. 9. The standing 

waves form and gradually disappear and unlike antidunes 

they had no tendency to break or migrate upstream. The form 

of bed roughness observed with standing waves, in the order 

of increasing slope, were! 

{a) a diagonal dune pattern cross-laced like 

a shoe string, see fig. 10, 

(b) a plane bed, see fig. 8, 

(c) a symmetrical undulating sand wave 

similar in form to those observed in the 

antidune regime, see fig. 15. 

The standing wave formed when Froude number ·was 

approximately 1.0. The standing water waves with the diagonal 

cross-laced sand bars shown in fig. 10 formed with this lower 

Froude number. The standing wave with plane bed was formed 

at a Froude number of about 1.1 and standing waves with an 
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Fig. 9. Vie of standing wave in rapid flo regim 
loo 1ng downstr am. ater- urrace slope 
Sa 0.00364 (run 39). 

Fi--g. 10. 1 w or cro 
up tream. 
(run 27). 

-1 cad configuration, looking 
ate surface slop S = 0000435 
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undulating sand wave bed developed hen 1.2 < Fr< 1.5. 

The Manning n for standing waves is relatively small~ 

ranging from 0.012 to 0.015. The wat r surface aves a 

1.5 times as high as the corresponding sand waves. Con

current measurements of tha sand bed waves and the ater 

surface aves are illustrated in fig. 150 

Antidun .-- hen the Froude number~ computed on the basis 

of average velocity and average depth, was greater than 

1.3 and d/o ' as greater than 3.0, antidunes formed. 

Antidunes are defined as a train of synunetrical· 

sand waves with a corresponding train of symmetrical ter 

surface waves which are in phase with each other. Both 

trains of waves move upstream and grow in height until thy 

break, see figs. 11-14, resulting in a cyclical fluctuation 

of tr.e water surface waves and the sand wav • The waves 

build up from a plane. bed with a plan water surface. They 

grow and ~ove upstream until one or to of the waves become 

unstable and break as shown 1n figs. 13 and 14. Normally, 

when one wave breaks other waves break imediately there

after for a distance of one or two waves upstream and 4 or 

5 waves downstream. Th.at. is~ depending on discharge and 

slope~ from one to eight waves at a spacing of 1 to 6 ft 

usually break within a short time interval. This chain re

action that follows the breaking of the first wave ia 
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Fig. 11. Water surface before antidune wave start5 
to build up# looking upstream. ater
surface slope S = 0.00986 (run 42). 

Pig. 12. Looking aoros the flow at an antidune wave 
starting to formo 
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ave at point of breaking looking 

Fig. 14. tidune ·ave after break! (run 42)o 
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apparently triggered by the action of the first wave which 

breaks. 

In making concurrent measurements of the bed and 

water surface in the troughs and crests of antidunes, it 

was observed that antidunes becorre 1..mstable and break when 

tre water surf ace in the trough of the wave train is appro.x

inlatel y the same elevation as the crest of the downstream 

bed wave, fig. 15. The ffieasurements also indicated that 

the water waves a.re 1. 7 tines larger ln amplitude than the 

corresponding sand waves. The total height of the water 

surface waves from trough to crest was from 1.0 to 1.5 

times the average depth. When the waves started to break 

their heights were about twice the average depth. The break

ing of the waves is very spectacular. There is considerable 

turbulence, dissipation of energy and mixing of the flow. 

When they break they sound like the surf in the ocean and 

there is probably some resemblance in that the ocean wave 

(as it climbs the s.l oping beach) also builds up to an 

unstable height before breakingo 

The bed when the antidunes are building up is very 

firm and there is no separation between the flow and bed. 

However, when the ant1dune breaks the crest of the sand wave 

becomes soft and fluid and seems almost to explode. When 

the waves break the flow is very turbulent, there 1a separation, 

and considerable sediment is thrown into suspension. Normally, 
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most of the sediment load is moved as contact loado Total 

load concentration is very large ranging from 4240 to 15,000 

ppm for these runs. It appears that the movement of the 

antidunes upstream results from scour on the downstream side 

of the sand wave and deposition on the upstream side of the 

wave -- consequently., the wave moves upstream. 

Except for run 45., which was considered t hree

dimensional, there was onl y one train of waves in the cross 

section. The train of waves was located off center at 

about the left 1/3-point in the cross section . In subse quent 

runs, however., two trains of waves symme trically located in 

the flume were observed several times. The wave train was 

not continuous throughout the entire length of tbe flume. 

That is., a train of a.ntidunes would build u p and break in 

one 20 to 40 ft length of flume, then repeat in another 20 

to 40 ft reach, or they would build up and break in two or 

three discontinuous lengths of the f'll.Ulle. The building u:p 

and breaking in the different re eches of the flume might be 

in phase or out of phase. 

The period of time it takes for one antidune wave 

to build up and break., and the number of a.nt:l.dune waves 

building up at one time, varied with the slope and the dis

charge. With run 32 only one t.eain of 6 to 8 antidu.."t"le waves 

would build up and break at a gi ven time. Thi a train of 
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waves with a total length of about 40 ft, would perhaps 

build up in the lower section, t~n next in the middle or 

upper sections, and again near the original position. 

Normally, abcut two complete cycles occurred every hour 

a cycle includes starting with a plain surface, the build

ing up of waves, the breaking of the waves, and the return 

to a plain surface. Por other runs with steeper slopes 

there were 3 or 4 reaches in the flume in which the train 

of waves built up and broke in phase and out of phase, 

almost continuously. 

When the ar~tidunes break a considerable amount of 

water is stored in the flume. Based on observations at the 

glass- walled section of the flume when an antidune breaks 

the water in the crest moves upstream, and that water close 

to the bed almost ceased to move until the breaking wave 

vanishes, then normal flow is restored . At the larger slopes , 

run 43, when 3 or 4 series of antidune waves in the train 

would build up and break simultaneously water was stored in 

t he flume to such an extent that the pumps wruld surge . In 

the extreme case , antidune waves would build up and break 

in phase with the surging of the pumps . This resulted 1n 

a fluctuating discharge and an increase in antidune activity . 

Throughout the full length of the flume so much water was 
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stored in the flume as a result of antidune action, that 

the tail-water level in the tailbox dropped until the 

pumps lost their prime. To eliminate this degree of surg

ing of the pumps, the level of the water in the sump was 

raised and excess water was continuously added to the sump 

to replace that stored in the fltm1e. When the antldunes 

were not breaking there was a surplus of water vb.1ch was 

di soharged through an overflow at the top of the sump. 

Storage of water caused by the breaking of the 

antidune waves probably explains the surging discharge 

observed in alluvial streams with steep slopes. That is, 

the antidunes store and release water in the upper reaches 

of the stream in a random haphazard manner, but as the flow 

travels downstream this storage and release of storage causes 

the antidunes to break in a more systema. tic pattern until 

surges develop which cause the antidunes to form and break 

at regular time intervals. Some field examples of surging 

flow are Muddy Creek near Pavillion, Wyoming and Meda.no 

Creek in the Great San4 Dune National Monument , Colorado. 

Antidune flow with this bed material, hydraulically 

speaking, is very efficient. That is, the Manning n ranges 

from OoOlO to 0.013. Even though the breaking of the anti

dW1e dissipates considerable energy the period of time and 
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length of fiume that this breaking occup ies is small in 

comparison with the total time and total flume length. 

This explains the small n val ues. It was observed that 

aa the antidune activity increased with an increase in slope 

that there was e. larger dissi,Pl tion of energy with a decrease 

in discharge coefficient c/...J"g and an increase in 

Manning n. Surface velocity measurerrents, obtained by 

timing floats along a centerline of a train of antidune 

waves (when they were not breaking) and along a nearby 

parallel line where the water surface was smooth, showed 

that the surface velocity was greater in the train of waves. 

The velocity in the trough of the dune is considerably greater 

th.an that in the crest. It is possible that the dunes break 

when the velocity and depth over the crest decrease because 

of increasing wave height until a Froude number less than 

1.0 results. 

The standing wave and the antidllne wave may be 

compared to the flow regimes of rigid boundary hydraulics 

illustrated by Rouse (1946). The crisscrossed type bed 

pattern, fig. 10 which was observed with both standing wave 

and antidune now resembles the shock waves which develop 

with rapid fl ow (Fr > 1 .o} when considering rigid boundaries. 
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ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The basic data and the parameters computed there

from have been utilized to obtain the relationships presented 

in this section. It should also be borne in mind that these 

relations excluding fig. 20 are based on only one group of 
.. 

flume data, and that the size and gradation of bed material 

remained constant except as altered by miscellaneous sort

ing which may or may not be of significance. That is, d 

and a- are constant and w varied only because of temperature 

changes . The relationships presented in this chapter are 

given in a logical sequence which can be subdivided into 

four major phases. 

1. Relationships of a simple nature which 

illustrate the interrelationships that 

exist between flow variables , geometric 

variables , the form of bed roughness and 

the regimes of flow. 

2. Relationships of a more complex nature which 

illustrate the variation of the Manning n, 

tractive force and total sediment load 

cone en tration . 

3. Relationships wnich involve roughness in 

alluvial channels. 
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4o A plot which utilizes data from both the 

laboratory and the field to expand the use

fulness of the foregoing concepts and to 

accentuate the existence of two regimes of 

flow am six major forms of bed roughness. 

Appreciable insight to the scope covered by the 

data collected and the interrelationships existing between 

flow and geometric variables can be gained by considering 

a few siffiple dimensional plots . 

Variation of Velocity with Depth 

The variation of velocity with depth and their 

interrelationships with the six major forms of bed roughness 

are given in fig. 16. Isoclines of Froude number have been 

superposed on the figure to illustrate the wide scope of the 

data. Velocities range from those for no movement of bed 

material to magnitudes far in excess of the critical velocity. 

That is, V varies from Oo65 to 6.2 ft/sec. Note that the 

transition roughness includes those runs which have a bed 

roughness somewhere between dunes and roughnesses associated 

with rapid flow (washed out dunes or transition). Runs of 

this type plot just below the critical velocity curve. The 

lines dividing the plot into fonna of bed roughness are 

based on the observed roughness and the Froude number, Fr. 
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A similar relation can be plotted relating D 

and Q using slope and forms of bed roughness as the other 

variables. As in the preceding figure, the transition runa 

will plot just below the critical depth curve. 

Variation of Total Sediment Load 
Concentration with Manning n 

Values of Manning n have been computed. The 

n-values range from 0.008 to 0.033. These n-values have 

been corrected for side effect in accordance with the 

procedure presented by Einstein (1951). The magnitude of 

n increases with increasing V until the regillie of flow 

shifts from the tranquil regillie to the rapid flow regime 

at which point the n's reduce suddenly to approximately 

0.012. Undoubtedly, a better relationship of the foregoing 

type could be obtained by relating Manning n or some 

other rr.easure of channel roughness with suspended sediment 

load -- except that with shallow depths it is difficult to 

sample suspended sediment load with significant accuracy. 

More often than is desirable when taking the suspended 

sediment sarr~le, a part of the bed material load and 1n 

some cases even a part of a ripple or dune may be inter

cepted -- particularly when the velocity is relatively 

large. 

By relating the concentration CT and the Manning 

n to the regimes of flow these significant conclusions can 
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be reached: 

1. As the flow is increased and the bed 

form changes from a plane (no movement) 

to ripples, the Manning n increases from 

about n • 0.015 to n • 0.025 with no 

significant discontinuities. 

2. With danes a .r.iarked increase in Manning n 

occurs, 0.020 < n < 0 .033. This increase 

in n is caused by the extreme size of the 

dunes at a spaciLf conducive to maximum 

roughness. 

3o In the transition from tranquil flow to rapid 

flow the resistance to fl ow is also in trans

ition. It shifts with small change in depth 

and slope from large resistance, slightly 

smaller than for the dunes, to small resistance 

which is slightly 1 arger than f' or rapid flow. 

The value of the resistance to flow is 

dependent on the area of the bed covered by 

dunes. 

4o In the rapid now regime there is a signifi

cant decrease in Manning n. This extreme 

decrease in resistance to flow can be attri

buted to the change from dunes to symmetrical 
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sand waves. Dunes have a large separation 

zone with large form drag, mereas, the 

symmetrical sand wave has no separation 

zone and only the form drag resulting from 

the particleo Possibly some of tbis decrease 

in Manning n can be attributed to the move

ment of' Ja rge quantities of sediment as bed 

load and not entirely to the elimination of 

the dunes. Insufficient turbulence is created 

to hold large quantities of sediment in sus

pension. Consequently, the sediment load 

which was carried in suspension with dunes 

now is carried near the bed. This extreme 

concentration, in turn, markedly changes the 

properties of tbe fluid- sediment mixture 

which roo ans the fluid is no longer homogeneous 

and a sort of stratified flow results which 

inhibits mixing and the effective bed rough

ness is reduced to extremely small values • 

. The flow has some similarity to plug flow in 

pipes . For the singl e run for which n = 0.0078 

the bed is plane and the resistance caused by 

the standing waves is not in effect . Under 

these conditions tbe plug-flow phenomenon is 

even more pronouncedo 
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5. The largest CT-values with standing wave 

roughness occur just before these waves 

begin to move upstrerun as antidunes. With 

antidunes the CT-values are even larger. 

The same extreme concentration of sediment 

exists near the bed as with standing waves 

except for the short time period while the · 

antidunes are breaking and the Manning n 

remains small, 0 .011 < n < 0.015. 

Variation of Tractive Force 
and Total Sediment Load 

Fig. 17 is obtained by plotting the tractive 

force To, which has been calculated by the .equation 

'10 =YRS (5) 

with the total sediment load concentration in ppm. Although 

there is appreciable scatter, a trend definitely exists. 

That is, the magnitude of total load CT increases with 

increasing magnitude of tractive force T o. Each run in 

fig. 17 has bean labeled in accordance with its form of bed 
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rougbne s a • Using this notation tbe regimes of fl ow and 

farms of bed roughness have been indicated. There is a 

definite tendency, in this case, for the tranquil flow 

regime to separate from the rapid now regime because ,of 

the targe tractive force associated with runs with large 

dune so 

The deviat; ion of the rtms with dunes from tbe 

gere ral trend is a result of an increase in shear To, 
due to the extreme size of the dunes, without a corres

ponding increase in concentration CT. It 1s significant 

to note that a sudden decrease in 'lo oc curs at about 

CT• 2000 ppm as the bed changes from dunes to plane bed 

or standing waves. This is caused by a reduction in 

roughness wl11ch also decreases the ability of the flow to 

transport sediment. Consequently, CT is cut in half 

from run 40 to run 36 -- beyond which point CT , in the 

transition regime , steadily increases. No such discontin

uity occurs at the change from ripples to dunes or at th9 

change from standing waves to antidunes . The re is , how

ever , considerable scatter in the rapid flow regime which 

shows that another variable is needed to define the 

phenomenon more completelyo 
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Relationship Between 

I V , and 

The relationship between V.,:.d/v and V f'o/V-:t-A Y8 d 

was investigated for both regimes of flow, see fig. 18, and 

the form of bed roughness is the third variable. It is of 

importance to note the precision with which the relation 

describes all forms of bed roughness. Theae data plot as 

(6) 

a curve on log-log paper. The foregoing figure systematically 

groups the various forms of bed roughness. This relation 

can be modified to include the effect of varying size and 

gradations of materials. It is also significant that eitrer 

or both Fr and CT can be utilized as tb~rd variables in 

fig. 18. 

Variation of 

wdS + 5V2 
V gD 

with V 
V.;t-

Additional study and adjustment of parameters shows 

th.at a significant relation from which c/-./g can be 
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oor.iputed using this bed material can be obtained by adding 

the proc.uct of a. constant and the square of the Froude 

number Fr to the parameter wdS/,-, o This is illu::;trated 

in fig. 19 which relates 

such that 

~ 
2]1.85 

V~o S X 106 = 0.90 wdS X 10~5V 
v.A¾D V gD 

Sol v1ng for V 

and 

( 7 ) 

(8) 
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The form of bed roughness plots very well as a 

third variable except for minor interrr.ingling of ripple 

and dune runs at the arbitrarily selected dividing lineo 

It is also possible to utilize total sediment load as a 

third variable w1 th useful accuracy. 

Based on a slmilar approach, but using Re or 

CT as the additive term instead of Fr, figures similar 

to fig. 19 can be obtained which are only slightly leas 

accurate. In fact a figure of this type involving C11 

could be used to qualitatively estimate total sediment 

1 cad in the rapid fl ow regime. 

Forms cf Bed Roughness ae 
Indicated by the Variation of 

This plot of V.,~/w versus V-:,d/ & ' (based on 

flume data and limited field data) which was presented by 

Albertson, Simons , and Richardson (1 958) illustrates the 

usefulness of a relation of this type to define the regimes 

of flow and forms of bed roughness. As a result of further 

study the writers {Simons and Richardson) revised the re

lationship to conform wi th the concepts presented in this 

paper, see fig~ 20. The Froude number Fr, the slope S, 
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and the concentration of total load CT all have some 

merit a.s third variables. Which of these is rr ost signifi

cant depends , at least to some extent, upon the u.se of the 

plot . 

Although the relationship be tween V*/w, V*d/y 

and the forms of bed roughness shed some light on the mechanics 

of fl ow in alluvial channels and on the design of alluvial 

channels, there are a number of aspects <:£ these pro"blems 

for which conclusiom.1 cannot be quantitatively drawn without 

further information. For a more detailed discussion of 

fig. 20 and 1 ts advart; ages and deficiencies refer to the 

foregoing reference9 

CONCLUSIONS 

The problem of evaluating the resistance to flow 

in alluvial channels is extremely complex as a result of: 

1. The number of variables involved. 

2. Tbe difficulty of measuring these 

variables with accuracy. 

90 The great range in roughness . 

4o The various forms of bed roughness. 

6. The influence of bank material . 

6 . The various shapes of channels involved. 

7. The two regimes of fl ow. 
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8. Non-uniformity of flow. 

9. Wind effect. 

10. The influence of vegetation. 

11. Seepage forces. 

12. Tem:i:e rature effect, 

and possibly others. In the case of a flume study, the 

problem is somewhat simplified in that many of the fore

going factors are eliminated. It must be remembered, 

however, that ultimately their effects must be considered. 

A sumrr~ary of the Characteristics 
of Alluvial Channel Flow 

It is apparent that several forms of bed rough

ness are encountered in fluvial hydraulics. The major ones 

being: 

Tranquil flow regime: 

1. Plane bed before movement of bed 

material begins 

2. Ripples 

3. Dunes 

4. Transition from dunes to rapid flow 

Rapid flow regime: 

5. Plar.e bed and plane water surface 

6. Symmetrical standing waves 

7. An ti dunes 
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In the tranquil flow regime c/...;-g varied from 

14.0 for the plane bed without rr.ovement to 7.4 for dunes. 

c/...;-g, for ripples, varied from 7.8 to 12.4 -- the larger 

c/...;-g values occurring with the deeper depths and smaller 

relative roughness values h/D. With dunes c/...;-g varied 

from 7.4 to 12.8, again larger c/...;-g values were associated 

with small values of h/D. Smaller values of c/...;-g 

probably would have occurred but for the fact that with this 

large a flume, as with a natural stream, the bed roughness 

f'orms so as to allow part of the flow to by-pass the dune. 

In the rapid flow regime c/...;-g varied from 

13.9 to 27.0. The smaller c/...;-g values occurred at the 

srnalle r Froude nwnbers. The largest C/-.,/""g value occurred 

with a plane bed and plar.e water surface. Standing waves 

in general had larger values of C/~ than antidunes. 

This results from the dissipation of energy by the breaking 

waves. C/~ would be reduced further for antidune flow 

but for the fact that the period of time and length of flume 

occupied by the breaking wave is small in comparison with 

the total time and length of flume. 

In the transition from tranquil to rapid flow 

C/~ varied from 10.0 to 14.1. The magnitude of c/~ 

increases as the percent of the bed which is covered with 

dunes decreases. Also, there is a hysteresis in the ohang~ 
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from tranquil to rapid fl ow whlc h depends on the form of 

the bed prior to the change. That is, with discharge 

consta.n t a. larger slope is required to change from tranquil 

to rapid than is required to cna.nge from rapid to tranquil. 

This change in fl ow regime from tranquil to 

rapid or vice versa occurs in natural streams. That is, if 

the slope of the emrgy grade line is close to critical slope 

a change in stage results in a change in regime. When this 

occurs there is a break in the discharge rating curve. 

Because there is a hysteresis in the change, the stage where 

the break occurs varies depending on whether stage is rising 

or falling and the rate of change. 

In the series of runs upon vh ich this report is 

baaed, the a.ntidune regime of flow developed when Fr> lo3. 

This may or ruay not be the case for other bed materials . 

For values or 1.0 <Fr< 1.3, surface waves developed which 

rarely broke in true antidune fashion and the sand waves 

underlying the water waves stayed in essentially the same 

position. There was very little tendency for these waves 

to move in either the upstream or downstream direction. 

At values of Fr• 1.3 ! the water waves developed and broke 

in a rat be r systematic manner and the sand waves moved in 

tte upstream direction. The sand waves associated with the 
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water waves were approximately the same shape as the water 

waves, but to a reduced scale. That is, sand waves were 

about one-half the amplitude of the water wa.ves . 'rhere 

was a tendency for the magnitude of the sand and water waves 

to increase in the downstream direction along the flume 

particul5.rly for those runs having 1.0 <Fr-< 1.3 +. The 

magnitude of the sand a.nd water waves increased with depth. 

Breaking of the water waves and the sand waves occurred 

when the elevation of the crest of a sand wave was approxi

mately at the same elevation as the water sur.face in an 

adjacent trough. It is apparent that antidunes reforming 

and breaking result in surging flow observed in some natural 

streams. 

There is a definite break in the Froude number 

when changing from dunes to rapid flow. The dunes do not 

occur with this bed material when FroLlde number i.s greater 

than 0.6. Rapid flow starts when Fr~ 1.0. Flow with a 

Froude number between 0.6 and 1.0 had multiple roughness 

(a transition condition). 

Based on the observed roughnesses, how they develop, 

and the way in which they move, it may be possible to 

determine the magnitude and type of bed roughness (particular

ly dunes) by checking the rr.anre r in which the bed material 

is segregated within the bed. This method oould not be 
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employed if the bed material were perfectly '.mifonn a.nd not 

contaminated with any foreign matter, but this is a rare 

situation. Also, the appearance of the water surface seems 

to provide an excellent means of estimating the type and 

magnitude of bed roughness. 

Equa ti oris r or the Roughness 

Parameter C ----,/g-

The dimensionless form of the Chezy coefficient 

was adopted as the standard of roughness in this report. 

However, values of Manning n have also been used to a 

minor extent. 

The usefulness of the various expressions for 

c/-v"'g ·at this stage is severely limited by the range 

of data upon which they are based. As the influence of 

different bed mater! al, sediment loads, and a wider range 

of te~perature conditions are included as a result of pro

posed future work, these expressions will undoubtedly need 

al tera ti on which will make them much more useful to the 

engineering profession because of the greater range of 

conditions considered. The possibility of explaining the 

significance of the parrur.eters involved will also be 

appreciably enhanced. 
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It appears -chat c/-..;-g may consist of a sum 

of terms each of which r.::ay nave significance for a. particular 

range or type of reslstanoe to flow. 

At a latter stage in the investigation it will be 

necessary to modify any current expression for c/~ 

to suit field conditions. 
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GLOSSARY 01•' ·I'E:RMS 

Alluvial Channel: A channel whose bed is composed 

of appreciable quantities of the sediments transported by 

the flow at a given discharge or greater. 

Antidunes: S-yrrillletrical sand and water surface 

waves which are in phase, arid which r·.ove upstr.sarn. The 

surface waves build up with time becowing gradually steeper 

on their upstream sides until they break like surf and 

disappear. These waves usually develop, break and reform 

in gro_lp s of two or more. 

Bed l,laterial: The material of wbich a stream 

bed is composed. 

Dune: A sand wave of approximately triangular 

cross section in a vertical plane in the Qirection of flow 

with gentle upstream slope and steep do~Tistream slope. It 

travels downstream as a result of the movement of the 

sediment up the upstream slope and the deposition of part 

of this material on the downstream slope. 

Equal Transite Rate (ETR): A method of sampling 

suspended sediment to obtain the mean concentration of the 

water- sediment mixture in the flume. By this method the 

depth integrating sampler (DH-48) is traversed though 

equally-spaced verticals at an equal transite rate for 

each vertical . 
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Fall Diametert The dia.ne ter of a sphere ths.t has 

a specific gravity of 2.65 and also has the same terminal 

uniform settling velocity as the particle (any specific 

gravity) when each is allowed to settle alone in quiescent 

distilled water of infinite extent and at a temperature of 

24° c. 

Median Diameter: The mid- point in the size 

distribution of a sediment such that one- half of the weight 

or the na ter1al is composed of particles larger than the 

median diameter and the other one-half is composed of par

ticles smaller than the median diameter. 

Plane Bed: A bed without elevations or depressione ___ .... _ 
larger than the maximum size of the bed material. 

Ripple: Small ridges and/or crests , and troughs 

similar to dunes in shape , but smaller in magnitude, which 

have rathar small width normal to the direction of flow. 

~ Wave: A ridge (such as ripples, dunes, or 

symmetrical und~lations) on the bed of an alluvial channel 

fonned by the movement of the bed material. 

Sediment: Frngmental material that originates 

from weathering of rocks and is transported by, suspended 

in or deposited by water. 
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Sediment Concentration: The ratio of dry weight 

of sediment to total weight of the water-sediment mixture, 

usually expressed in parts per million (ppm). 

Standing Waves: Symmetrical sand and water waves 

which are in phase and which gradually build up and just as 

gradually die down. Waves of this type are stationary, or 

essentially so, and usually develop in series and often 

reform, somewhat periodically, after disappearing. 

Suspended Load: The sediment moving in suspension 

in a fluid as a result of turbulent currents and/or by 

colloidal suspension. 

Total Load: The total amount of sediment that 

is transported by water in a given length of time. 



Symbol 

B 

c/-v'g 

d 

D 

Fr 

h 

K 

L 

n 

Re 

s 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Descri pti on 

Width of channel 

Dimensi ons 

Chezy coefficient of discharge in 
dimensionless form which is 
equivalent to V/V*. 

Drag coefficient for the particle 

Com entration of total load 

Concentration o.f fine material 

Median f all diameter of bed 
material 

Average depth of flow 

Froude number 

Average height of bed roughness 

Any constant 

Average spacing of bed roughness 

Mannings coefficient of roughness 

Mannings coef f icient of roughness 
{Einstein) 

Discharge of water-sediment mixture 

Reynolds number 

Shape factor of the channel cross 
section 

Shape factor for the reach of the 
stream 

Slope of energy gradient e qual to 
water surface slope in steady, 
uniform fl ow 

L 

0 

0 

ppm 

ppm 

L 

L 

0 

L 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Units 

ft 

0 

0 

ft 

rt 

ft 

ft 

ftl/6 

rtl/6 

rt3/sec 



., 

V 

w 

-r 

V 

µ 
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De3cr~ .. " -~ _ -·-------· ---.. -· 
Tlme 

Average velocity based on 
continuity principal 

Shear velocity which is 
-ygW;""V'tVf 
Fall velocity of sediment 
particles 

Specific weight of water 

Specific weight of sediment 

Difference between specific 
weights of air and water 

Difference between specific 
weights of sediment a nd water 

Thickness of la~inar sublayer 

Kinematic viscosity 

Dynamic viscosity 

Mass density of water 

Mass density of sediment 

Rel.a ti ve standard deviation of 
tbe size distribution of the 
sediment 

Dl.r..e;:;sior..z 

T 

L/T 

L/T 

F/L3 

L 

L2/T 

Ft/L2 

Ft2/L4 

F1t 2/14 

() 

Tractive or shear force developed 
on the bed, t DS F/L2 

Jnit..3 

s ec 

ft/sec 

ft/sec 

ft/sec 

lbs/rt3 

lbs/rt3 

lbs/ft3 

lbs/ft3 

ft 

·-~-............ 

rt2/sec 

lb-sec/ft2 

S1ug/ft3 

S1ug/rt3 

lba/ft2 

.ti..•" • •• 
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